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The Steiner problem in networks is concerned with the determination of a minimum cost 
subnetwork connecting some (not necessarily all) vertices of an underlying network. The decision 
version of the Steiner problem is known to be NP-complete. However, if the underlying network 
is outerplanar or series-parallel, linear time algorithms have been developed. 
In this paper a linear time algorithm for the Steiner problem in Halin networks is presented. 
This result provides another example where the recursive structure of the underlying network 
leads to an efficient algorithm. Furthermore, the result is of interest from the network design 
ooint of view, since Halin networks are nontrivial generalizations of tree and ring networks. 
1. Introduction 
The Steiner problem in networks is concerned with the determination of a mini- 
mum cost subnetwork connecting some (not necessarily all) vertices of an underlying 
network. More specifically, the Steiner problem can be formulated as follows. 
Given: An undirected network G = (V, E, c) with n vertices, m edges, and edge cost 
function c : E ~ E, a subset Z of vertices of II, 2_< ]Z ] < n. 
Find." A subnetwork Tz of G spanning Z such that the total cost c(Tz)= ~ee r c(e) 
is a minimum, and Z is within the same component of Tz. 
The vertices belonging to Z are called Z-vertices. The remaining vertices are called 
S-vertices. We can restrict our attention to networks with nonnegative dge costs. 
For suppose that G has negative cost edges. Let t~ denote another copy of G in 
which negative dge costs are changed to zero. Given Tz, then T z is obtained by 
adding to Tz all negative or zero cost edges of G not already in 7" z. I f  G has no 
negative cost edges, there exists at least one Tz which is a tree. Such solution to the 
Steiner problem is called a Steiner minimal tree (SMT) for Z in G. 
The decision version of the Steiner problem in networks is known to be NP- 
complete [9]. It remains NP-complete when G is restricted to be planar. Exact 
algorithms have been suggested by Hakimi [10], Dreyfus and Wagner [6], Lawler 
[14], Aneja [1] and Shore et al. [19]. Heuristics, all with the worst-case ratio tending 
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to 2, have been developed by E1-Arbi [7], Takahasi and Matsuyama [21], Kou et 
al. [13], Plesnik [15] and Rayward-Smith [18]. Wald and Colbourn [22] developed 
a linear time algorithm for the Steiner problem when G is outerplanar. Wald and 
Colbourn [23] and independently Rardin et al. [17] developed linear time algorithms 
for the more general case when G is series-parallel. For a comprehensive survey on 
the Steiner problem in networks, the reader is referred to Winter [24]. 
In this paper a linear time algorithm for the Steiner problem in Halin networks 
is presented. As it is the case for outerplanar and series-parallel networks, the ex- 
istence of a linear time algorithm is due to the recursive structure of Halin networks. 
This paper is organized as follows. Halin networks are introduced in Section 2. The 
recursive structure of Halin networks is described in Section 3. The algorithm con- 
secutively reduces the original Halin network into smaller Halin networks (Section 
4). After finitely many reductions the information retained with the reduced net- 
work is sufficient o determine the SMT for Z in the original Halin network (Section 
5). It is shown in Section 6 that the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is 
O(n) provided that data-structures are appropriately chosen. Conclusions and sug- 
gestions for further research are discussed in Section 7. 
All graph-theoretic concepts not defined in the sequel are in agreement with 
Harary [12], with the only exception that they are in a natural way extended to net- 
works, i.e., graphs with edge costs. For notational convenience the vertices are 
represented by integers 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Finally, MAX is a very large number exceeding 
the sum of costs of all edges in an underlying network. 
2. Halin networks 
A Halin network H 0 is obtained by a planar embedding of a tree T O having no 
vertices of degree 2, and then by adding new edges between the consecutive l aves 
of To to form a cycle Co (the order of leaves is determined by the embedding of To). 
We write H0= ToUC 0 (Fig. 1). 
Halin networks were introduced by Halin [11] as an example of a class of planar 
3-connected networks in which the removal of any edge reduced the connectivity of 
the network. 
Fig. 1. A Halin network. 
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Fig. 2. A Halin network and its fans. 
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Planar 3-connected networks can be uniquely (up to the choice of the exterior 
face) embedded in the plane. Hence in order to verify whether an arbitrary network 
is a Halin network, one needs to verify whether it is 3-connected and then embed 
it in the plane. I f  there is a face such that the removal of the edges on its boundary 
results in a tree with no vertices of degree 2, then the network is a Halin network. 
Let H0= T0tgC 0 be a Halin network. If  T O is a star, i.e., it contains a vertex i ad- 
jacent to all other vertices, then H o is called a wheel. Vertex i is called the centre 
of the wheel. 
Let i be a nonleaf of T O adjacent o at most one nonleaf of T 0, and let F/denote 
the set of vertices adjacent o i. Furthermore, let j denote the nonleaf vertex adja- 
cent to i. I f  no such j exists (i.e., H o is a wheel), let j be an arbitrarily chosen 
vertex adjacent o i. The subnetwork F i of H 0 induced by F/t3 {i} - {j} is called a 
Fig. 3. A Halin network H 0 and its fan contraction H I. 
f \ 
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Fig. 4. A wheel and its fan contraction. 
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fan, and vertex i is called the centre of the fan F i. The black vertices in Fig. 2 are 
the centres of fans (indicated by dotted lines). It is easy to verify that every Halin 
network has at least two fans. 
Various properties of Halin networks have been discussed by Syslo and Pro- 
skurowski [20]. 
3. Fan contractions 
Let F i denote a fan of a Halin network H0= ToUC 0. A fan contraction of H0 
along Fi is obtained as follows. (i) Attach the edges incident to the vertices in Fi 
(and with their other endvertices not in Fi) to the vertex i, (ii) delete the vertices 
F i f'l Co from H0. The resultant network, denoted by HI,  is clearly a Halin network 
(Fig. 3) unless H0 is a wheel. In this case/-/1 consists of two vertices joined by three 
parallel edges (Fig. 4). 
Cornuejols et al. [5] presented a linear time algorithm for the travelling salesman 
problem in Halin networks. It recursively applies fan contractions until the Halin 
network H0 is reduced to a wheel for which the optimum solution can be easily 
found. At the k-th reduction step the edge costs of the reduced Halin network H k 
are appropriately redefined so that any Hamiltonian cycle Ck in H e can be extend- 
ed to a Hamiltonian cycle Ck_ 1 (with the same cost) in Hk_ 1. Conversely, any 
Hamiltonian cycle Ce_ l in H e_ 1 induces a Hamiltonian cycle Ck in Hk such that 
the cost of Ck in H k is not greater than the cost of Ck_ 1 in Hk-1.  Consequently, 
the optimum solution in He together with an appropriate path through the con- 
tracted fan yields the optimum solution in H k_ 1. 
The linear time algorithm for the Steiner problem in Halin networks is also based 
on fan contractions. However, rather than redefining the edge costs, certain subnet- 
works of the original Halin network are associated with the vertices representing 
contracted fans. Upon completion, i.e., when the original Halin network H 0 has 
been reduced to a 2-vertex network, the subnetworks associated with the two ver- 
tices are sufficient o determine SMT for Z in H0. 
Let H k = T kl3 C k denote a Halin network obtained from the original network 
H0= ToUC 0 by k, O<k<_t -  1, fan contractions. Let F i denote a fan ofH  x. We can 
assume without loss of generality that 1, 2 . . . . .  s denote the vertices in F if) Cx (in 
clockwise order). Note that some of these vertices may represent contracted fans. 
For every p, 1 <_p<_s, let p and_p denote respectively the first and the last vertex 
(in clockwise order) of C O which has been contracted into p in Hk. If p e C 0, then 
p =p =p. Let G(p) denote a subnetwork of H0 induced by all the vertices that have 
been contracted into p (Fig. 5). 
For every p, 1 ___ p < s, define the following subnetworks of G(p), each containing 
all Z-vertices in G(p), 
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Fig. 5. Halin networks H 0 and H k. 
1. SMT(p)  
2. TF(p)  
3. TC(p)  
4. TL(p)  
5. TFC(p)  
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subree containing p. 
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subtree containing p and p. 
subtree containing p and _p. 
subtree containing p and p .  








DFC(p)  = minimum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing p the 
other containing p. 
DFL(p)  = minimum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing p,  the 
other containing _p. 
DCL(p)  = mmlmum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing p, the 
other containing _p. 
DDFC(p)  = minimum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing 15 and 
p, the other containing_p. 
DDFL(p)  = minimum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing p 
and p, the other containing p. 
DDCL(p)  = minimum cost union of  two disjoint subtrees, one containing p 
and p,  the other containing p. 
DDD(p)  = minimum cost union of  three disjoint subtrees containing respec- 
tively p, p and _p. 
The costs of  these networks will be denoted by smt(p), tf(p) . . . . .  ddd(p).  I f  some 
of  the networks do not exist, the corresponding costs are MAX.  We also define 
l 0 if G(p) contains no Z-vertices, 16. nn(p)= MAX otherwise. 
Let Gi(p) , 1 <__p <_ s, denote a subnetwork of  H 0 induced by the vertex i together 
with the vertices of  G(1),G(2) . . . . .  G(p). Define SMTi(p) ,TF i (p)  . . . . .  DDDi(p)  in 
Gi(p) (and the corresponding costs as well as nni(p)) in the same manner as their 
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counterparts in G(p); all occurrences of  p are replaced by 1, and all occurrences of  
p are replaced by i. 
4. Recurrence rules 
In this section we will show how to determine smt(i), tf(i) . . . . .  nn(i) in a Halin net- 
work H~ = T k U Ck, 0_< k_< t - 1, when smt(1), tf(1) . . . . .  nn(l)  . . . . .  smt(s), if(s) .... , nn(s) 
are available by initialization or by previous computations. We use the notation in- 
troduced in Section 3. In particular, i is a centre of  some fan Fi in Hk, and 
1, 2 . . . . .  s are the vertices in F i N Ck. 
Before the first iteration each vertex p on the cycle Co of  the original Halin net- 
work H 0 = T o LI C o is initialized as follows. 
smt(p) = tf(p) = tc(p) = tl(p) = tfc(p) = tfl(p) = tel(p) = tfcl(p) = 0, 
dfc(p) = dfl(p) = dcl(p) = ddfc(p) = ddfl(p) = ddcl(p) = ddd(p)  = MAX,  
I 0 if p~Z,  nn(p)= MAX otherwise. 
Costs of  smti(l),tfi(1) . . . . .  nni(1) are determined next. Note in particular that 
smt(1), i f( l) . . . . .  nn(l)  are given. According to the definitions, SMTi(1), TFi(1) . . . . .  
DDDi(1) are subnetworks of  Gi(1). Gi(1) consists of  G(1) and the edge (i, 1) as 
shown in Fig. 6. The recurrence rules are as follows. 
rsmt(1) 
1'. smti(1) = 0 
,_c(i, 1) + tc(1) 
i f ( l )  
2'. tfi(1) = c(i, 1) + tfc(1) 
"0 
3'. tci(1) = c(i, 1) +tc(1) 
t l(1) 
4'. tli(1) = ¢(i, 1) + tel(l) 
5'. tfci(1) =c(i, 1)+tfc(1). 
Itfl(1) if iCZ, 
6'. tfli(1) = c(i, 1)+tfcl(1) if i eZ .  
7'. tcli(1) = c(i, 1) + tcl(1). 
8'. tfcli(1) =c(i, 1)+tfcl(1). 
9'. dfci(1) =min{tf(1),c(i, l )+dfc(1)}.  
= fdfl(1) 
10'. dfli(1) (c(i, 1)+min{ddfe(1),ddcl( l )} 
11'. dcli(1) = min{tl(1), c(i, 1) + del(1)}. 
12'. ddfei(1)=c(i, 1)+ddfe( l ) .  
if iCZ, 
if i eZ  and nn(l) =0,  
if i eZ  and nn(1)=MAX 
if iq.Z, 
if i eZ .  
if nn(1) = O, 
if nn(1) = MAX.  
if iCZ, 
if i~Z.  
if i¢Z,  
if i eZ .  
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13'. ddfli(1) = min{tfl(l), c(i, 1) + ddfl(1)}. 
14'. ddcli(1) =c(i, 1)+ddcl( l ) .  
15'. dddi(1) = min{dfl(1), c(i, 1) + ddd(1)}. 
= ~nn(l) if i~Z,  
16'. nni(1) (MAX if i eZ .  
Next we show how to determine smti(p),tf i(p) . . . . .  nni(p) when smt i (p -1 ) ,  
t f i (p -1 )  . . . . .  nn i (p -1 )  are given for some p, 2<_p<s. Note in particular that 
smt(p), i f (p) . . . . .  nn(p) are also given. For notational convenience we let p'  =p - 1. 
According to the definitions, SMTi(p),TFi(p) ..... DDDi(P)  are subnetworks of  
Gi(p). Gi(p) consists of  Gi(p'), G(p) and the edges (i,p) and (p' ,p) as shown in 
Fig. 6 (for p = 3). When determining these subnetworks we will distinguish between 
the following four cases: 
Case a: neither (_p',p) nor (i,p) is included. 
Case b: (_p',p) is included, (i,p) is not included. 
Case c: (i,p) is included, (_if, p) is not included. 
Case d: (_p',p) and (i,p) are both included. 
Let c I =c(_p',p) and c2=c(i,p). Then 
1". smti(P) = min{smti(P')  + nn(p), nn i (p ' )  + smt(p), 
cl + t l i (P')  + if(p), c 2 + tci(P')  + tc(p), 
cl + c2 + min{tcl i(P')  + dfc(p), dcl i (p')  + tfc(p)} }. 
2". tf i (p) = min{tf i (p ' )  + nn(p), 
cl + tfl i(p') + if(p), c2 + t fc i (p ' )  + tc(p), 
c I + c 2 + min{ddfc i (p ' )  +t fc(p), ddf l i (p ' )  + tfc(p), 
t fc l i (p')  + dfc(p)} }. 
3". tci(p) = min{tci(p')  + nn(p), 
cl + tcl i (p')  + if(p), £'2 "q- tc i (p ' )  + tc(p), 
c I + c 2 + min{dcl i (p')  + tfc(p), tc l i (p')  + dfc(p)} }. 
4". tl i(p) =min{nni(p')+t l (p) ,  
c 1 + t l i (p')  + t fl(p), c 2 + tc i (p ' )  + tcl(p), 
Cl + c2 + min{tcl i (p')  + ddcl(p), tcli(p') + ddfl(p), 
dcl i (p')  + tfcl(p)} }. 
5". tfci(p) =min{t fc i (p ' )+nn(p) ,  
cl + tfcl i (p')  + if(p), c 2 + t fc i (p ' )  + tc(p), 
cl + c2 + min{ddfc i (p ' )  +tfc(p), t fc l i (p')  + dfc(p), 
ddf l i (p ' )  + tfc(p)} }. 
6". tf l i(p) =min{cl  +tfl i (p')+tf l (p),cE+tfci(p')+tcl(p),  
Cl + c2 + min{ ddfci(p') + tfcl(p), ddf l i (p ' )  + tfcl(p), 
t fc l i (p')  + ddcl(p), tfcl i (p')  + ddfl(p)} }. 
7". tcli(p) = min{c I + tcl i (p')  + tfl(p), c2 + tc i (p ' )  + tcl(p), 
c I + c 2 + min{dcl i (p')  + tfcl(p), tc l i (p')  + ddcl(p), 
tc l i (p')  + ddfl(p)} }. 
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8". tfcli(p) = min{cl + tfcl i (p'  ) + tfl(p), 
c 2 d- t fc i (p')  + tcl(p), 
cl + c 2 + min{ddfc i (p ' )  +tfcl(p), ddf l i (p ' )  + tfcl(p), 
t fc l i (p')  + ddcl(p), t fc l i (p')  + ddfl(p)} }. 
9". dfci(P) =min{dfc i (p ' )  +nn(p) ,  
c 1 + min{ddcl(p' )  + tf(p), ddf l i (p ' )  + if(p)}, 
c2 + dfc i (p ' )  + tc(p), 
Cl + c2 + min{ddf l i (p ' )  + dfc(p), ddcl i (p')  + dfc(p), 
dddi (p ' )  + tfc(p)} }. 
10". dfl i(p) =min{t f i (p ' )+ tl(p), 
cl + min{tf l i (p ')  + dfl(p), df l i (p')  + tfl(p)}, 
c 2 + min{tfc i (p ' )  + dcl(p), dfc i (p ' )  + tcl(p)}, 
c I + c 2 + min{tfcl i (p')  + ddd(p), ddfc i (P ' )  + ddfl(p), 
ddfc i (p ' )  + ddfc(p), ddf l i (p ' )  + ddcl(p), 
ddf l i (p ' )  + ddfc(p), ddcl i (p')  + ddcl(p), 
ddcl i (p')  + ddfl(p), dddi (p '  ) + tfcl(p)} }. 
11". dcli(p) = min{tci(p')  + tl(p), 
cl + min{tcl i (p')  + dfl(p), dcl i (p')  + tfl(p)}, 
c2 + tc i (p ' )  + dcl(p), 
Cl + c2 + min{tcl i (p')  + ddd(p), dcl i(p'  ) + ddfc(p), 
dcl i (p')  + ddfl(p)} }. 
12". ddfci(P) = min{tfc i (p'  ) + tl(p), 
el + min{ddfci(P ' )  + tfl(p), t fc l i (p')  + dfl(p)}, 
c2 + t fc i (p ' )  + dcl(p), 
c 1 + c 2 + min{ddfc i (p ' )  +ddfc(p), ddfc i (p ' )  + ddfl(p), 
ddf l i (p ' )  + ddfc(p), t fc l i (p'  ) + ddd(p)} }. 
13". ddfl i(p) = min{c 1 + ddf l i (p ' )  + tfl(p), c I + c 2 + ddf l i (p ' )  + ddfl(p)}. 
14". ddcli(p) = min{cl + ddcl i (p')  + tfl(p), c2 + dfc i (p ' )  + tcl(p), 
Cl + c2 + min{ddf l i (p ' )  + ddcl(p), ddcl i (P')  + ddcl(p), 
ddcl i (p')  + ddfl(p), ddd~(p') + tfcl(p)} }. 
15". dddi(p) = min{dfci (p ' )  + tl(p), 
cl + min{ddf l i (p ' )  + dfl(p), ddcl i (p')  + dfl(p), 
dddi (p ' )  + tfl(p)}, 
c 2 d- dfc i (p ' )  + dcl(p), 
cl + c2 + min{ddf l i (p ' )  + ddd(p), ddcl i (p')  + ddd(p), 
dddi (p ' )  + ddfc(p), dddi (p ' )  + ddfl(p)} }. 
16". nni(p) =nn i (p ' )+nn(p) .  
Upon contraction of F i, i becomes a vertex on the cycle Ck+l of I lk+ 1 , and Gi(s ) 
is clearly equal to G(i)  (where s is the number of  neighbours of vertex i on the cycle 
Ck). Consequently, smt(i) = smti(s), if(i) = tf/(s) . . . . .  ddd(i) = dddi(s), nn(i) = nn/(s), 
and the entire process can be repeated until H 0 is reduced to a 2-vertex network H t 
with three parallel edges. 
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ii G(i) 
1 
G ~\ x 
t \  t 
Fig. 6. Gi(1) and Gi(3). 
t / z  iGi (2) 
Theorem 1. The recurrence rules listed above correctly determine smt(i), 
tf(i) .... , nn(i). 
Proof. In order to prove each recurrence rule, we simply need to list all relevant 
cases. Below we prove the recurrence rule for smt(i). The remaining rules can be 
verified in similar way. A complete case analysis is available from the author. 
Gi(1) consists of G(1), vertex i and edge (i, 1) as shown in Fig. 6. Suppose first 
that i~Z. Since (i, 1) is a bridge in Gi(1), it follows that SMTi(1) contains neither 
the vertex i nor the edge (i, 1). Hence smti(1)=smt(1). Suppose next that i~Z. 
Hence i must belong to Gi(1). If G(1) contains no Z-vertices, i.e., nn(1)=0, then 
SMTi(1) consists of the vertex i alone. Thus smti(1)=0. If G(1) contains ome Z- 
vertices, i.e., nn(1)=MAX, then SMTi(I) must contain the edge (i, 1). SMT/(1) is 
a union of (i, 1) and the minimum cost subtree TC(1) of G(1) which contains vertex 
1. Thus smti(1)= c(i, 1)+ tc(1). This proves that smt/(1) has been correctly defined. 
Gi(P) consists of Gi(P'), G(p) and of the edges (_if, p) and (i,p) as shown in Fig. 
6 for p = 3. We have to consider the following four possibilities: 
(i) SMTi(P) contains neither (p',p) nor (i,p). Thus SMTi(P) is either en- 
tirely within Gi(p' ) or entirely within G(p). More specifically, if nn(p)=0, then 
SMTi(p) = SMTi(p') and smti(P) = smti(P') + nn(p). If nni(p') = 0, then SMTi(p) = 
SMT(p) and smti(P) = smt(p) + nni(p'). 
(ii) SMTi(p) contains (_p,p) but not (i,p). Thus (p',p) is a bridge in SMTi(P). 
Hence, SMTi(P) is a union of (if, p), TLi(p'  ) (containing_p') and TF(p) (contain- 
ing p). Thus smti(P) = c(_p', p) + tli(p') + if(p). 
(iii) SMTi(P) contains (i,p) but not (p',p). Thus (i,p) is a bridge in SMTi(p). 
Hence SMTi(p) is a union of (i,p), TCi(P') (containing i), and TC(p) (containing 
p). Thus smti(p) = c(i, p) + tci(p') + tc(p). 
(iv) SMTi(P) contains both (p',p) and (i,p). Thus the path from p to p in 
SMTi(p) is either entirely in G(p) or entirely in Gi(p' ). In the former case 
SMTi(p) consists of (p',p),(i,p),TFC(p) (containing _p and p), and DCLi(p') 
(consisting of two subtrees of Gi(p'), one containing i, the other containing _p'). 
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Thus smti(p) = c(_p',p) + c(i,p) + tfc(p) + dcli(p'). In the latter case SMTi(P) con- 
sists of (p',p), (i,p), DFC(p) (consisting of two subtrees of G(p), one containing p, 
the other containing p), and TCLi(p ' )  (containing i and _p'). Thus smti(p)= 
c(_p', p) + c(i, p) + dfc(p) + tcli(p'). 
The four cases listed above exhaust all possible configurations of SMTi(P). This 
proves the correctness of the recurrence rule for smti(P). 
5. Determination of Tz 
Suppose that the original Halin network H 0 = ToLl C O has been reduced to a net- 
work/-/~t consisting of two vertices i and j joined by three parallel edges. Let G(i) 
and G(j) be subnetworks of Ho corresponding to respectively i and j in Hr. As it 
will be seen in Section 6, it is always possible to employ a contraction sequence 
H 0, H i , . . . ,  H t, such that G(j) consists of a single vertex as shown in Fig. 7. 
Theorem 2. The cost c(Tz) of  Tz in H o is given by 
c(Tz) = min{smt(i) +nn(j), nn(i) + smt(j), 
c(~, j )  + tf(i), c(i,j) + tc(i), c( i_,j) + tl(i), 
c(T,j) + c(i,j) + dfc(i), 
c(7,j) + c( i_,j) + dfl(i), 
e(i,j) + c( i_,j) + dcl(i), 
c(7,j) + c(i,j) + c( i,j) + ddd(i)}. 
Furthermore, T z is the union of  subnetworks for which the value c(Tz) has been 
attained. 
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we simply need to list all relevant cases. 
(i) Assume that Tz contains none of the edges (T,j),(i,j),(i_,j). Then all Z- 
vertices are either entirely in G(i) or entirely in G(j). In the former case nn( j )=  0 
and Tz=SMT(i).  In the latter case NN(i)=O and Tz=SMT(j ) .  
1 
Fig. 7. A Hal in network H o and its subnetworks G(i) and G(j). 
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(ii) Assume that Tz contains the edge (T,j) but none of the edges (i,j), ( / , j ) .  
Then T z consists of ( / , j )  and TF(i) (containing T). Thus Tz=(~j )L JTF( i ) .  
The cases when Tz contains ( i , j)  (resp. (_/,j) but none of the edges (7,j),(!, j) 
(resp. (~j) , ( i , j ) )  are proved in a similar way. 
(iii) Assume that Tz contains the edges (T,j) and (i, j) but not the edge (!,J). 
Then the vertices Tand i are disconnected in the subgraph of T z induced by G(i). 
Hence T z = (T,j) LI ( i , j)  U DCF(i). 
The cases when T z contains (T,j), ( / , j )  (resp. (i,j), (i_,j)) but not ( i , j)  (resp. (~,j)) 
are proved in a similar way. 
(iv) Assume that T z contains the edges (T,j),( i , j) and (/ , j ) .  Then the vertices 
T,i, ! are mutually disconnected in the subgraph of T z induced by G(i). Hence 
Tz = (~j)  U ( i , j )  tO ( j , j )  U DDD(i). 
The above four cases exhaust all possible configurations of T z. To complete the 
proof it suffices to note that each term on the right side of the equation has either 
value MAX or corresponds to a tree spanning all Z-vertices in H 0. 
6. Algorithm 
The algorithm starts with the original Halin network H0 = T0O Co and con- 
secutively generates networks HI ,H2  . . . . .  Ht, where Hk÷~ is obtained from 
Hk = Tk tJ Ck, 0_  k_< t - 1, by contracting one (arbitrarily chosen) fan of Hk. 
Suppose that the edges of H k = T k t_J Cg, 0 < k < t -  1, are represented using stan- 
dard data structures for trees and cycles. In particular Ck is assumed to be 
represented by a cyclic list. Let S denote a stack which after the k-th iteration con- 
tains all centres of fans of H k. 
Initially, S is determined as follows. Remove temporarily from H 0 all the vertices 
of Co together with the edges incident o them. At most n -  1 vertices and 2(n -  1) 
edges are removed in this manner. The resulting network, denoted by 7'0, is a sub- 
tree of T 0. It contains at most n -  3 vertices. Let di denote the degree of vertex i in 
7" 0. Vertices of degree less than 2 are centres of the fans in H 0. They are placed on 
the stack S. Let j denote a vertex in C O adjacent o the fan center placed at the bot- 
tom of the stack. Clearly, all this can be done in O(n) time. Remove any vertex i
from S. If S becomes empty, then Hk is a wheel and the vertex j of Co is also a 
vertex in Ck. A fan F i in Hk not containing j can be identified in constant ime. If 
S does not become mpty, the vertices (say 1, 2, ..., s) of the unique fan F i in H k can 
be found by inspection of the vertices in C k adjacent to i. In particular, the 
predecessor f vertex 1 cannot be adjacent to i. It follows that the total time needed 
to identify vertex 1 is O(s). Given the vertex 1 of the fan F i in Hk, the values of 
smti(1), tfi(1) .... , nni(1) . . . . .  smti(s), tf/(s) . . . . .  nni(s) are consecutively determined. 
This also requires O(s) time. H k ÷ 1 = Tk + i tO C k ÷ 1 is obtained from I lk = Tk tO C k by 
appropriate modifications of T k and C k in O(s) time. 
Once Ilk+ 1, O<k<_t -  1, has been obtained from I lk, it remains to modify the 
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stack S so it contains all fans of Hk+l. Let i' denote the unique vertex adjacent o 
i in Hk not belonging to Fi.The value of dr is reduced by a unit. If dr becomes less 
than 2, vertex i' is added to S. 
Each vertex of H 0 can be a leaf vertex in at most one of the fans that are con- 
tracted when the sequence H~, H 2 . . . . .  H I is generated. Furthermore, the initializa- 
tion of smt(p),tf(p) . . . . .  nn(p) for every p cC0 and the determination of c(Tz) 
from Ht requires constant ime. Hence O(n) time is needed in total to determine 
c( Tz). 
Given the cost of Tz, the edges of Tz can be identified in O(n) time by 
backtracking along the recurrence rules which yielded c(Tz). 
Summarizing, it follows that the Steiner problem in Halin networks can be solved 
in linear time provided that appropriate data structures for representing trees and 
cycles are used. 
7. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we presented a linear time algorithm for the Steiner problem in Halin 
networks. This result provides another example where the recursive structure of the 
underlying network makes it possible to develop an efficient algorithm. Further- 
more, the result is also to some extent important from the network design point of 
view, since Halin networks are nontrivial generalizations of tree and ring networks. 
The algorithm can be used to obtain suboptimal solutions to the Steiner problem 
in arbitrary networks. First, appropriately chosen edges are successively removed 
until the network becomes a Halin network. Then the exact algorithm is applied. 
Added in print 
After the submission of the paper in 1983 some more general results appeared. 
Thus, Arnborg and Proskurowski [2] give a general algorithm scheme such that a 
variety of NP-hard problems on networks (including the Steiner problem) can be 
solved in linear time on k-trees. Arnborg and Proskurowski [3] suggest an O(n 3) 
algorithm for embedding a network into a 3-tree (with the same vertices) if possible. 
The embedding can be made even more efficient for Halin networks which are 
known to be partial 3-trees. 
A similar approach is based on the work of Politof [16] on A-Y reductions. A
A-Y reduction is a replacement of a 3-edge cycle (denoted by ,4) by a star K1, 3 
(denoted by Y) with the new center vertex being adjacent o every vertex on the 
deleted cycle. A network is said to be a A- y network if it can be reduced to an edge 
by recursive application of series, parallel, and A-Y reductions. Politof [16] prove 
that every Halin network is a ` 4- Y network. EI-Mallah and Colbourn [8] prove that 
A-Y networks are partial 4-trees and can be embedded into 4-trees in polynomial 
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time. The linear time algorithm for k-trees [2] can then be applied. 
Bern et al. [4] discuss a general methodology for constructing linear time dynamic 
programming algorithms for a variety of optimal subnetwork problems in networks 
defined by certain rules of composition. Among such networks are trees, series- 
parallel networks, and Halin networks. The Steiner problem belongs to the group 
of problems for which the methodology is applicable. The algorithm obtained 
would essentially be the same as the algorithm presented here. 
In conclusion, the papers of Arnborg and Proskurowski [2], and Bern e al. [4] 
discuss principles of obtaining recursive reduction rules for certain families of net- 
work optimization problems. Although the present paper has less general scope, it 
has the advantage that the rules are determined explicitly, which is naturally re- 
quired for any implementation. 
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